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Welcome to the premiere virtual 
gathering for the world’s science and 
factual entertainment community.
The Congress fosters an unparalleled environment for creators, 
commissioners and platforms to connect, share catalytic insight, and 
advance new business.

… and more!

Last year’s attendees included…



For more than 25 years, the World Congress of Science and Factual Producers has been recognized 
as the premiere gathering for international leaders in factual broadcasting and television 
production. Digital convergence has expanded the Congress community in recent years to welcome 
new stakeholders including emerging producers and content makers from digital-first platforms, VR 
and AR experts, game designers and neighboring sectors interested in bringing science and research 
to the masses.

All attendees share a common goal of looking into the future of their field and better 
understanding new opportunities to communicate knowledge and truth to hundreds of millions of 
viewers around the globe.

The Congress is distinct in its open approach, collegial atmosphere and truly international nature. 
Typically, the Congress travels to a new country each year but given the travel restrictions still in 
place, we will be hosting virtually again in 2021. We are exploring innovative ways to bring Congress 
members together in select regions around the world, and continuing to stimulate international 
collaboration, showcase top talent and share timely best practices and resources to bring new value 
into the community.



The Congress program is bigger than ever and offers attendees flexibility and freedom to engage like never 
before. Comprised of panel sessions, keynote addresses, interactive workshops, pre-arranged buyer-seller 

meetings, social events, showcases, mentorship and more! 
Programming is streamed into three core areas of conversation:

BUSINESS 
• What does a next generation science & factual 

media company look like? 
• What are the latest monetizing models emerging 

for science and factual content? 
• How to leverage converging sectors, and 

international collaboration.
• Best practices in buying/selling/licensing content.

CRAFT
• What does the future of science and factual 

content look like?
• What were this year’s stand-out productions and 

how were they created?
• How are technologies like social media, virtual 

reality and gaming impacting production? 
• How to adopt new technology into your 

storytelling toolkit.

SUBJECT MATTER 
• How do we tackle some of the most pressing 

issues in our world right now? 
• What stories matter most to hundreds of millions 

of viewers around the world? 
• What stories matter most to regional markets and 

contrasting consumer segments?
• What’s new, what’s next? 



SPONSORSHIPS THAT BUILD YOUR BUSINESS
Produce thoughtful connections with our global community by becoming part of their Congress experience.

Now more than ever, it’s vital to break through the clutter and stand out by demonstrating your 
company’s leadership capacity in the global marketplace. With our customized digital 
platform for Congress 2021, sponsors receive more opportunities to reach, educate, and 
influence the most important people buying, selling and planning the future of factual 
entertainment!

From broadcast executives, to content creators, distributors and financiers, Congress attendees 
are looking to connect with the right partners, services and ideas that will drive their 
business forward in an ever-changing market.

All sponsorship packages are anchored with a virtual booth to give you a home base on the 
Congress digital platform and include event registration, sponsor profile and logo recognition 
at the tier associated with your package level. You can further amplify your campaign from our 
menu of properties. And if you’re looking for suggestions on how to achieve your objectives or 
have ideas, we are always happy to work with you to customize your profile.



Virtual Booth - $5,000 USD
All Congress partnerships start with a Virtual Booth to 
provide you with a high-profile footprint on the Congress 
digital platform.  From there, you can interact with the 
Congress community as part of their user-experience 
throughout the Congress. 

Your booth provides a home base to give attendees the 
most important information they need about working with 
you. Showcase your offerings, while capturing inbound lead 
insights, and supporting outbound sales and other business 
activities.

1 – Exhibit a company sizzle reel or welcome message
2 – Link to demos or other resources
3 – Offer informal chats for quick questions
4 – Offer attendees scheduled meeting options
5 – Showcase products, services and projects through 
customized marketplace listings
6 – Promote your Micro Meeting or Sponsored Session

* INTERFACE MOCK-UP
SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

START WITH A VIRTUAL BOOTH & PROFILE



Hosting virtual meetings through your booth 
offers a variety of benefits, including: 

1 – Reminder notifications in and out of platform
2 – Launch video calls within platform
3 – Redirection to sponsor booth/profiles
4 – Share documents
5 – Add notes, ratings, tags and export your leads 

* INTERFACE MOCK-UP
SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

1-ON-1 MEETINGS AT YOUR BOOTH



EXPAND ON WHAT YOU ARE OFFERING WCSFP ATTENDEES

Product & Programming Marketplace Listings
Enhance your company’s virtual booth by outlining 
programming, products or service packages 
available for the industry. 

1 – Itemize your products or programming highlights with 
individual listings
2 – Tag your products or programs with filters to increase 
discoverability based on attendees’ interests
3 – Segment your products or programs into 
categories/genres
4 – Users can save their favourite products and programs 
for future reference

* INTERFACE MOCK-UP
SUBJECT TO CHANGE 



* INTERFACE MOCK-UP
SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

Your ad will run across the platform on rotation or can 
target specific groups of attendees by geography, 
business role and other tags.

Format: 
Width: 1080 X1920
PNG or JPEG

Advertising is visible to 
attendees accessing the 
Congress via web browser and 
other devices such as mobiles or 
tablets. 

ENHANCE YOUR EVENT PRESENCE WITH IN-PLATFORM ADS



Sponsored Sessions - $5,000 USD
Demonstrate your leadership position by aligning with our 
world-class sessions. Benefits include opportunity to play a 
brief welcome clip at the start of your sponsored session 
and receive verbal recognition by the moderator.

Micro Meetings - $6,500 USD
A dedicated session for your organization to discuss and 
explain its work to Congress attendees in the format of your 
choice. You control the content, and we do the rest!

1 – Content is included in the Full Program Schedule
2 – Can support a variety of formats including panels, 
workshops, demos and announcements such as new co-
production offers
3 – Recognition can be exclusive or include co-sponsors, and 
directs attendees to your virtual booth
4 – Sponsors can interact with registered attendees
5 – Attendees can ask questions
6 – Sponsor can publish polls* INTERFACE MOCK-UP

SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

SPONSORED SESSIONS AND MICRO MEETINGS



ADDITIONAL SPONSORSHIP PROPERTIES
In it for the long game? Demonstrate your position by supporting healthy sector development!

Ideas Salon ~ Interdisciplinary Collaboration Program (+$7,500 USD)
Scientists and researchers have an exclusive opportunity to outline their work to producers and media decision makers for possible future 
documentary projects and other knowledge mobilization initiatives. 

Emerging Producer Program ~ Industry Development Program (+$3,500 USD and up)
This program offers up-and-coming producers and content creators a range of perks including mentor guidance and financial supports for 
accreditation. Storytellers working in all science and non-fiction media are encouraged to apply including those working in digital media, 
social media and gaming, and from under-represented territories. Your support directly impacts the scale and scope of this program. 

Speed Dating ~ Market Program (+$7,500 USD)
A great way for independent producers to connect one-on-one with highly subscribed industry decision makers. Congress staff conduct 
preliminary matchmaking to make the encounters more rewarding for both parties; however, in the spirit of building networks and contacts, 
we ask the decision makers to pre-select the projects that they find interesting—but without knowing who or where the project came from 
until their face-to-face meeting.

Close Encounters of the Funding Kind ~ Market Program (+$7,500 USD)
This popular series of events offers presentations from individual broadcasters, platforms and other funders, all of whom either commission 
science and history programs from independent producers outside their own territories or who provide significant funding or support. 



ADDITIONAL SPONSORSHIP PROPERTIES
Looking for something new and exciting? Passionate about celebrating excellence? The Buzzies are here for you!

Returning for 2021, Congress will present The Buzzies—awards celebrating excellence in science, history and factual storytelling. Winners will be 
announced during a virtual event on the final day of Congress ‘21, and will receive a signature awards statue celebrating their achievement. Winners 
will also receive a free registration, including full access and other benefits, to Congress ‘22. Position your company as the overall ceremony sponsor 
(+$10,000 USD), or align with one of the 15 individual awards (+$1,500 USD):

Best Science Program/Content - One-off or series
Long Format (25 minutes or longer)
Short Format (under 25 minutes)

Best History Program/Content - One-off or series
Long Format (25 minutes or longer)
Short Format (under 25 minutes)

Best Natural History Program/Content - One-off or series
Long Format (25 minutes or longer)
Short Format (under 25 minutes)

Best Multi-Platform Factual Project
Projects designed specifically to be experienced on two or more different 
platforms (e.g. linear, digital, social media, VR, gaming).

Content with Biggest Impact of the Year
Projects that have made a measurable impact on society.

Most Innovative Factual Program/Project of the Year
Projects that demonstrate exceptional creativity and originality in either 
storytelling, production, technical or visual presentation.

Best Host/Presenter in a Science, History or Wildlife Program/Content
An individual host or on-screen team working on a single project/program.

Best Science Communicator
Translating complex science into everyday language the public can understand.

Lifetime Achievement in Factual Content 

Mentor of the Year

Emerging Producer of the Year

Diversity Leadership Award



Thank 
you.

WCSFP offers a range of properties and 
activation opportunities. We look forward 
to discussing your objectives and working 
towards a fully customized campaign that 

best serves your interests. 

CONTACT US BY EMAIL TO SET UP A CALL OR VIRTUAL MEETING!

Jenn Shah, Director, Sponsorship Marketing jshah@hotdocs.ca

Adam Kirkham, Associate Director, Sponsorship Marketing akirkham@hotdocs.ca

Paul Lewis, Conference Director plewis@wcsfp.ca

WCSFP.COM

mailto:jshah@hotdocs.ca
mailto:bcathcart@hotdocs.ca
mailto:plewis@wcsfp.ca
https://www.wcsfp.com/
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